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Presentation Goals
Share findings from our study of FYW students' information literacy about
● how students’ approach to research tasks affects their writing and information-literacy learning
● the promise document-based interviews hold as a critical assessment methodology for getting 

at information literacy learning. 

In particular, early findings suggest differential (and hidden) learning experiences and capacities for 
students who are traditionally under-represented in the academy as well as the role that critical 
assessment practices might play in revealing learning outcomes correlated with culture and identity. 



Presentation Structure
Three Videos
1. Introduction & Literature Review
2. Study Description & Results
3. Discussion & Implications



Introduction & 
Literature Review
Frameworks, equity/critical assessment, anti-racist assessment in library science & writing studies



Information 
Literacy Frames 
(2015)
Authority Is Constructed and Contextual

Information Creation as a Process

Information Has Value

Research as Inquiry

Scholarship as Conversation

Searching as Strategic Exploration

Habits of Mind for Success in 
Postsecondary Writing (2011)
Curiosity – desire to know more about the world.

Openness – willingness to consider new ways of being and thinking in the world.

Engagement – sense of investment and involvement in learning.

Creativity – ability to use novel approaches for generating, investigating, representing ideas.

Persistence – ability to sustain interest in and attention to short- and long-term projects.

Responsibility – ability to take ownership of one’s actions and understand the consequences 
of those actions for oneself and others.

Flexibility – ability to adapt to situations, expectations, or demands.

Metacognition – ability to reflect on one’s own thinking as well as on the individual and cultural 
processes used to structure knowledge.



Traditional → Critical Assessment

Traditional assessment Critical assessment
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A New Decade for Assessment: Embedding Equity 
Into Assessment Praxis

Equity-minded assessment

“Calls for those who lead and participate in assessment 
activities to pay attention and be conscious of how 
assessment can either feed into cycles that perpetuate 
inequities or can serve to bring more equity into higher 
education” (Montenegro & Jankowski, 2020, p. 9)



Writing Studies Scholarship on Assessment: Challenges

● Instructor prompts and student performance don’t necessarily match what instructors want to 
measure (Cherry & Witte 1998).

● Writing assessment is not objective - teachers score student product differently based on their 
own background and the backgrounds of their students (Huot 2002). 

● Assessment maintains inequality (Perry 2012).



Writing Studies Scholarship on Assessment: Equitable Solutions

● Use more varied types of evidence.

○ Portfolios can help, but assessment methods are what really need to change: assessment should be a 
process of inquiry, not an attempt to fit evidence of learning into existing frameworks (e.g. rubrics) (Huot 
2002). 

● Include the voices of students, especially marginalized ones.

○ Surveys and interviews (Nelson & Kelly-Riley 2001)

○ Student complaints (Kelly-Riley 2012, Jordan 2012)

● Design assessments so that their outcomes advance equity (Inoue 2015).



Critical Assessment and Libraries

● “Critical Information Literacy: Implications for 
Instructional Practice” (Elmborg, 2006)

○ Advocates critical practices in libraries. 
● “Teaching Against the Grain: Critical Assessment in 

the Library Classroom” (Accardi, 2009) 
○ Argues for the potential of library instructors to engage 

with institutional power through assessment.
● “Towards a Critical Assessment Practice” (Magnus, 

Belanger, and Faber, 2018)
○ Emphasize importance of interrogating assessment in 

libraries. 



The White Norm of Assessment

White  supremacy  is  structured  into  the  ways  
everyone  reads  and  judges  writing [and other cultural 
practices].  We  are  all  implicated,  no  matter  how  we  
identify  ourselves  or  our  political  beliefs.
—Asao B. Inoue, “Classroom Writing Assessment as an Antiracist Practice: 
Confronting White Supremacy in the Judgments of Language” (2019, p. 373)



Assessment is Race-Conscious, not Race-Neutral

All assessment programs have built-in biases. These 
systems privilege the learning/achievement of some student 
groups over others.

Need to change assessment methods and ideologies: 

Example: 
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Study Description



Research Participants
26 student participants from 4 sections of First Year Writing during 2018-2019 academic year

● 14 students recruited from 3 food-themed FYW sections
● 12 students recruited from 1 higher ed-themed FYW section

Interviewed 16 students, using open-ended + document-based questions

● 11 students from 3 food-themed FYW sections
● 5 students from 1 higher ed-themed FYW section



Analysis of interviews & essays: 
established categories + grounded theory approach
● 2 sets of categories: 

○ The Trust Project's Trust Indicators

○ Project-specific categories

■ Open coded to identify themes

■ Condensed those themes into categories

● Double-coded/reconciled interviews & essays using same set of categories

Interviews were particularly 
important for developing 
these categories



Best Practices 
Who funds the site? What is its mission? What standards and ethics 
guide the process of gathering news? What happens if a journalist 
has ties to the topic covered?   

Journalist Expertise 
Who made this? Are there details about the journalist, including 
contact information, areas of knowledge and other stories they’ve 
worked on?  

Type of Work 
What is this? Do you see story labels with clear definitions to 
distinguish opinion, analysis and advertiser (or sponsored) content 
from news reports?

Citations and References 
What is the source? Does the site tell you where it got its 
information? For investigative, controversial or in-depth stories, are 
you given access to the original materials behind the facts and 
assertions? 

Methods 
Why was it a priority? For investigations, in-depth or controversial 
stories, why did they pursue the topic?  How did they go about the 
process?

Locally Sourced 
Do they know the community? Was the reporting done on the scene? 
Is there evidence of deep knowledge about the local situation or 
community?

Diverse Voices 
What are the newsroom’s efforts and commitments to bring in 
diverse perspectives across social and demographic differences? 
Are some communities or perspectives included only in stereotypical 
ways, or even completely missing?

https://thetrustproject.org/


Student characteristics analyzed

Race
● Person of color/white

Approach to research task
● Marginalized/mainstream identification
● Defending own culture/Not defending own culture



Study Results 
Examining the relationship between student identity and critical information literacy skills



Comparing average Trust Indicator scores

Best Practices Author/ 
Reporter 
Expertise

Type of Work Citations and 
References

Methods Locally 
Sourced

Diverse Voices Average 
Source 
Analysis Score

Whole group -0.06 -0.12 -0.56 -0.06 0.25 0.13 0.25 -0.13
Defend own 
culture

-0.33 0.00 -0.67 0.17 0.33 0.17 0.33 0.00

Don't defend 
own culture

0.10 -0.20 -0.50 -0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 -0.20

Marginalized- 
identifying

-0.28 0.00 -0.71 0.14 0.28 0.14 0.29 -0.14

Mainstream- 
identifying

0.11 -0.22 -0.44 -0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 -0.12

Person of color 0.00 -0.13 -0.63 0.26 0.26 0.01 0.25 0.00
White -0.13 -0.13 -0.50 -0.38 0.25 0.38 0.25 -0.25

Essay scores are the baseline. Table shows the different information interviews convey.



Overall Critical Information Literacy

IN
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R
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EW
 

Vestibulum nec 
congue tempus

Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
dolor amet, consectetur 

nec adipiscing elit, sed do 
ipsum eiusmod tempor. 

Donec facilisis lacus eget 
sit nec lorem mauris.

p=.022, independent samples t-test



Overall Critical Information Literacy: Interview

Marginalized-Identifying Student

“I chose another source from somebody 
that's from Southeast Asia. Because it's 
kind of a luxury to be able to eat durian in 
Vietnam, so I chose those sources, based 
on that assumption of want[ing] to [look at] 
this culture ... and analyze how that affects 
me.” (CTWR1).

Mainstream-Identifying Student

"So [Vice’s] approach to it wasn't really 
informational.…They went in with not that 
much background, which I thought was kind 
of good because it was sort of like you were 
learning with them." (CTWR6).



Overall Critical Information LiteracyES
SA

YS

p=.054, independent samples t-test



Overall Critical Information Literacy: Essay
Student of Color

"The Vox article is primarily built around the 
[General Social Survey], which, by itself, is 
not enough to prove the author’s point, 
especially given that flaws with the GSS 
have already been identified." (CTWR14)

Student critiques the data source that 
a popular publication used to make its 
argument

White Student

“A similar counterargument can be made, how 
Soylent is likely an improvement over people’s 
current diets. I concede that a lot of the teamwork 
in micronutrients could be lacking but this could be 
fixed over time as Soylent develops. As seen on 
their website, they have updated their vanilla 
flavor to more closely follow the FDA nutritional 
guidelines (“About Soylent”).” (CTWR9)

Student defends quality of Soylent against a 
criticisms of nutritional deficiency by 
uncritically using information from the 
company’s own website. 



Valuing local voices
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p=.032, independent samples t-test



Students of Color Discuss Local Voices: Interview
● “So I wanted a primary source [about durian], like somebody that's directly from the country 

that I'm talking about.” (CTWR01)

● “I felt a struggle because a lot of articles regarding balut on the internet just explain what it is.” 
(CTWR03)

● “I began by just looking at where [the practice of eating dog meat] started and the culture of 
South Korea, and so I found … a couple sources that were good for that. And then I also 
wanted to look for first hand accounts because, you know, I wanted … to describe the food 
itself." (CTWR11)



Valuing local voices
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p=.066, independent samples t-test



Defender of Culture Discusses Local Voices: Interview

“I remember seeing a video from Buzzfeed about durian pop up in like my YouTube feed. And I 
remember watching it and thinking, ‘Oh my god, this is so rude.’ People were basically mimicking 
that they're throwing up and stuff like that. I touched about this in my essay, but in my family, [durian 
is] considered something really luxurious and very important. And so I was slightly offended by that. 
And so I was looking for sources that kind of offended me, because I was like ‘This shows the 
cultural difference between American and Vietnamese cultures’ and I also wanted to find sources 
that support both sides.” (CTWR01)



Valuing local voicesES
SA

YS

p=.041, independent samples t-test



Defender of Culture Discusses Local Voices: 
Essay
Comparing an article written by a professor

"Her evidence does come from personal 
experience, but of a much broader variety: she 
built and administered the gender studies 
department at her university, and thus observed 
its impacts on many students for an extended 
period." (CTWR04)

To one written by a student 

"She comes at this from a student’s 
perspective, which provides diversity in a 
conversation otherwise dominated by 
academics and journalists. Again however, 
her evidence is experiential, which limits the 
generalizability of her findings. Still, these 
testimonies emphasize impacts on the 
students’ character." (CTWR04)



Checking sources’ researchES
SA

YS

p=.017, independent samples t-test



Checking sources’ researchES
SA

YS

p=.029, independent samples t-test



Marginalized-Identifying Students of Color Check 
Sources’ Research: Essay
“A Fox News article, “Eating Balut: Going Too Far?”, by Chris Kilham...includes a video of where Dr. 
Manny Alvarez, a reporter, and Kilham - an author, educator, and medicine hunter - goes out to 
Maharlika Filipino Moderno in New York City to try out balut….Dr. Manny was terrifyingly exclaiming 
several statements while he was in the restaurant: ‘I don’t eat babies, I don’t want to, I can’t do this,’ 
‘No, no, no, no,’ and ‘I can’t even look at it.’ …. Although the Vietnamese are accustomed to eating 
balut, Americans, who are focused on the proper treatment of animals, reject the practice.” (CTWR3)



Investigating author expertiseES
SA

YS

p=.066, independent samples t-test



Marginalized-Identifying Students Investigate 
Author Expertise: Essay
“Professors, being intimately involved with both students’ academic development in addition to their 
wellbeing, are in a unique position to weigh in on this issue. Morton Keller, professor emeritus at 
Brandeis University [writing in The Atlantic], holds a cynical view on the state of campus free speech 
… Adding a student perspective to the debate, Bella Rios of The Santa Clara, chronicled the 
controversy surrounding student attempts to found a Turning Point USA chapter at Santa Clara 
University.” (CTWR14)



Discussion & Implications



Discussion & Implications
Key Takeaways:
● Students who self-identify as marginalized are better at critically assessing information than 

students who do not. 
● Interviews can be sites of meaning-making.
● Interviews offer opportunities for asset-based, anti-racist assessment.

Interviews were particularly important for developing these categories
Interviews 

Interpretive Frames



Interpretative Frames

Contact Zones & 
Autoethnography2

Asset-based approaches & 
Funds of Knowledge1

Interviews as meaning making3



Interpretative Frames
Asset-based approaches & 
Funds of Knowledge1

Asset-based approaches resist focusing on deficits of learners, 
particularly underrepresented/marginalized learners

“Deficit theorizing blames the underachievement of ethnic minority 
groups in schools on perceived deficiencies related to minority 
students themselves, their families and their cultures” (Hogg, 2011, p. 
666).

Funds of Knowledge acknowledges community and 
experience-based knowledge in academic settings

“...historically accumulated and culturally developed bodies of 
knowledge and skills essential for household or individual functioning 
and well-being” (Moll, Amanti, Neff & Gonzalez, 1992, p. 133)



Interpretative Frames

Contact Zones & 
Autoethnography2

Mary Louise Pratt, 1991
Contact Zones defined as 

“... social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each 
other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power, such as 
colonialism, slavery,or their aftermaths as they are lived out in many 
parts of the world today” (p. 34)

Autoethnographic texts defined as 
“a text in which people undertake to describe themselves in ways that 
engage in representations others have made of them” (p. 35”)



Interpretative Frames

Interviews as Meaning Making3

Hiller & Deluzio, (2004)
Interviews as a generative, meaning-making activity for 
interviewees (Hiller & DiLuzio, 2004) 

● Interviews as sites of active collaboration between 
the interviewee and the interviewer and producing 
knowledge

→ focus on how this is possible for 
researchers/interviewers: conversation reveals things 
neither party knew before



Interpretative Frames

Contact Zones & 
Autoethnography2

Asset-based approaches & 
Funds of Knowledge1

Interviews as meaning making3 y



Key Finding #1

● Students who self-identify as 
marginalized are better at critically 
assessing information than students 
who do not.

Findings suggest that experiences of 
marginalization may serve as an asset to 
students in assessing information-- which 
may be related to Funds of Knowledge that 
students bring to their academic work. 



Critical Info Lit Skills of Marginalized-identifying 
students
"One trend that remained constant through every article was a focus on audiences outside of college 
students. They talk about students and use statistics from student surveys but rarely address students 
directly (Bellini did interview several students but this was a relatively small portion of his video).These 
articles are written by adults for adults in an effort to diagnose the younger generation’s condition. While 
this can be effective at assessing the situation, the only way to make real change on campus is to involve 
students in the broader conversation. The only piece intended specifically for a student audience was 
Rios’s article for The Santa Clara. While simply an objective news story, its deeper purpose was to 
engage students with a debate that seemingly takes place around but does not include them. The idea is 
that students will read about occurrences on their own campus and feel a stronger call to become 
involved" (CTWR14, essay).



Key Finding #1- Implications
Students who self-identify as marginalized are better at 
critically assessing information than students who do 
not.

Many approaches to assessment of student learning, 
even those that seek to operationalize critical 
approaches and an equity framework, persist in 
centering the deficiencies of marginalized students as 
a starting point, seeking to bring these learners “up” to 
what is perceived as “normative.” This finding reveals 
that marginalized students can also be the 
standard-bearers.  

To make a writing assessment ecology 
antiracist, then, we must find ways to see, 
critique, and use the dominant, white, 
middle-class discourse of the classroom 
for the benefit of all students in the 
classroom, which means it cannot be the 
standard against which all are measured.

—Asao B. Inoue (2019,p. 377)



Key Finding #2

● Interviews can be sites of 
meaning-making.

We found instances of meaning making for 
both the interviewer and the interviewee:

● For the interviewer: Contact Zones & 
Autoethnography

● For the interviewee: Metacognition



Meaning Making: Contact Zones & Autoethnography

“I remember seeing a video from Buzzfeed about durian pop up in like my YouTube feed. And I remember 
watching it and thinking, ‘Oh my god, this is so rude.’ People were basically mimicking that they're throwing up 
and stuff like that. I touched about this in my essay, but in my family, it's [durian] considered something really 
luxurious and very important. And so I kind of like was slightly offended by that. And so I was looking for sources 
that kind of offended me because I was like this shows the cultural difference between American and Vietnamese 
cultures and I also wanted to find sources that support both sides.” (CTWR01)



Meaning Making: Metacognition

"I also like I see the Non GMO Project on like food and I roll my eyes… You know, the public is so easily 
influenced and may not see the science… But then I would also look at people who would be like super for 
GMOs and, I mean, myself included… but there are genuine relevant concerns about GMOs, so I don't know like 
how I got there, how I got from one to the other, other than like reading the prompt and sort of, all right, maybe I 
should refocus and think about this debate, more relative to American [culture]" (CTWR08)



Meaning Making: Metacognition
"It's so much easier to view the world in binary. But everything is just complex and they're gray areas and it's probably not like 
good or evil. There's a lot to consider, but just in debates and in our difficult or sad little monkey brains that [have] a hard time 
accepting the complexity, it just so much easier to view the world in black and white. So it's really difficult to have a good 
conversation that goes somewhere when everyone is pressuring you to like pick a side and all the different articles that you read 
or just really black and white. You have to like look hard for good sources and or spend time really reading and then thinking 
about what you write. Because if you just accept what you read. And you're going to get one thing and I don't know, it's, it's hard 
to find that complexity. Which is kind of the point… which is that complex stand is where you get to in your paper. But yes, I think 
it takes a while to both to find the sources that help you come to that understanding and then to actually process them to 
understand what's really going on. " (CTWR08)



Key Finding #2: Implications
Interviews can be sites of meaning-making.

Alternative assessment methods (in this case, 
interviews and grounded-theory 
methodologies) provide opportunities for 
educators and students to mutually engage in 
revealing assets of learners and meaning 
making that can help us (students and 
instructors) extend beyond/breakthrough 
academic conditioning.

Normalized whiteness contributes to white 
supremacy in language practices in the 
academy and society and produces racism. It 
colonizes. And of course, normalized whiteness 
is not referring to the skin color of teachers or 
students… whiteness in this context refers to 
the set of structures in our reading and judging 
practices....
So the better question is, how can we 
understand and address white supremacy in 
classroom writing assessments with students?

—Asao B. Inoue (2019, p. 374)



Key Finding #3

● Interviews offer opportunities for 
asset-based, anti-racist assessment.

Findings suggest that alternative assessment 
approaches-- in particular interviews and 
research-oriented methodologies-- can 
manifest critical and equity-minded 
assessment practice. 

Many traditional learning outcomes are 
deficit-based and normative in nature-- 
interviews provided a way to move beyond 
this orientation.



Interviews as Critical
Assessment Methodology
Embracing an "assessment killjoy" identity 

Eliciting counterstories via interviews

Leveraging the dialogic, exploratory, meaning-making aspects of 
interviews as conversations
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Key Finding #3: Implications

Interviews offer opportunities for asset-based, 
anti-racist assessment.

“If learning outcomes statements serve as the point 
from which educational experiences are designed, 
and the learning outcome statements themselves are 
not inclusive or include bias, then the educational 
design will as well (NILOA, 2020, Rodriques & Raby, 
2019).

Alternative assessment methodologies may have 
particularly powerful implications for the 
development of learning outcomes that center the 
assets of students who are under-represented in 
the academy.

The theme of “defending own culture” can be 
extrapolated to information literacy skills such as:

● Recognizing bias
● Invoking one’s power as a producer of 

information
● Countering stereotypical narratives



Live Session
● Wednesday, September 16, noon CLAPS conference time

● Short survey

● Move discussion to local practices
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